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ABSTRACT 
AE 	rt rf 	 tr't nornsi 
patterni in phyilO.ic1 variables recorcL of blood prescure 
'nf nJ.se rate taken fro" a 	ic :-atiet nve" r 	o' 
fifteor m1.nuts were analireJ uin standard methods of 
zmectrai are ro 	 tnalysi. Few indication of nornt 
- tt:f'5 ore found b 	!'moh re lort *ut  
e,atninin: djLa of tia nat!'e, 
edio 	extreme Th tIcir doviat2.o from their mean but 
quite natural from a medical. viewpoint were found in both 
t there .ere not c.ufficient numbers of thee observa- 
tioii to m n. v 	in 	in ci.ept a hyçothenlo t h t 16 he e 7,7 trcrt:; 
of deviation of an observation in one oeries ws related to 
the rcece or ab3ccc of nn observation extreme in the Op:O-
.ite direction at the same l3oint in Vic second serico. 
The records werc a.aiyc 	• a :T c 'd as three consecL- 
t.iVe hlnc3c of 	ve-inut.Y in 1efl(th. 	"jr 	ffereceE wc:'e 
founc Li t,-!c 	rcur of the aeriat: b 	autlk succ.tc 	LCC--, 
nd It 's Co 	ea, tht the vrriblf.c were not in 	fc1iet 
state of equilLirLia for te :urt1an of :tr iority to 
hold.  
' 	..... 	:. 	3JOD 
cycle In both recors, a cycle of length bet:oon 20 and 2 
secoad , cn ti 	,i: ners hii1y corrticto ': ' 	ld 
pressure leading pul:e rate by about 11 seconda. Roth ceriee 
also 	) eviJence of a repiatory cycle  of between 3 and 
3,3 cecondc in icnth, but the phase shift between the 
series cs not alrçj tie 
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Much of the patient monitoring equipment at present 
used in intensive care units in hospitals is far from depend-
able as an automatic warning system for indicating important 
changes in the condition of the s:r1oucly ill patient (Taylor, 
1971). The occurrence of false positive alarms is freuent, 
with the result that a valid alarm can be easily ovens Pod. 
One of thc main reasons for this shortcoming is a lack of 
understanding of the characteristics of the signals to be 
analysed (Taylor et al., 1974 (in press)), 
Mr. D.E.M. Taylor and members of the staff of the 
Department of Physiology, Edinburgh University, have collected 
substantial amounts of data over the pact three years on the 
pulse rate and arterial blood pressure of a number of patients. 
These patients wars select--:d at ranosa from patients who had 
all underg.no ssjor open-heart surgery in Edinburgh, This 
te:t doecribos a pilot study on the rhythmic variation in 
bleed pressure and pulse rate, both ccparat1y and jointly, 
using standard methods of spectral and cross-spectral analysis. 
The results obtained in this study are bacod on a record 
of fifteen minutes in length taken from one patient only. It 
has been subsequently discovered that the short-term variation 
of the miles rate for this patient was much smaller than an 
avereg computed from the records of nearly fifty patients, 
whereas the short-term variation of this patient's blood ptea 
sure was much more typical (Taylor and associates, unpublished 
data). Little weight should be attached to the findings of 
this Investigation as an indication of normal patterns although 
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some insiht is aincd into the nature of problems to be 
expected in examining data of this kind. 
Research is to be continued on this material by a post-
graduate student within the Department of Physiology, 
Edinburgh University, as part of a larger project on the 
nature of normal fluctuations in physiological variables. 
From this: investigation it is hoped to develop methods for the 
early detection of significant departures from normal patterns 
in these variables, The patient monitoring sets might then be 
improved so that complications in a patient's condition would 
be anticipated and prevented before becoming irreveriblo, 
Past observations on the phasic fluctuations of pulse 
rate and blood presJs:rc are sus:.:sriced in Fleymane and Neil 
(1958, ppl80-182). Rhythaic variations of blood pressure 
independent of and slower than the respiration rate were first 
described by Sigmund Mayer (1876 and 1877), (cited and trans-
lated by Heymans and foil), They are often confused with 
Traub-Hering waves (SinUS arrhythmia) in the literature. 
Schweitzer (1945) was responsible for clearing up this confu-
sion when he suggested "the following classifications of the 
main rhythmical fluctuations of the arterial blood pressure. 
(1) Fluctuations due to cardiac activity. 
(2) Fluctuations clue to rss::lratory activity 
Mechanical effects of the respiratory pump 
mec haniszn, 
Traub-floring waves, synchronous with respiration, 
(3) Fluctuations which are independent of respiration 
and always much slower in rate (Mayer waves)," 
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The Traub-Hering waves (sinus arrhythmia) are observed 
to have a cycle length of between three and five seconds with 
respiration, whereas Mayer waves have a cycle length of between 
twenty and forty seconds, But it must be stressed that these 
cycles have only been observed in short records and have not 
been confirmed by any analytical means. There is no evidence 
that those cycles are exhibited by all humans, and no considera-
tion has been given to their effects if they do occur. In 
longer records the fluctuations seemingly appear and disappear, 
and no explanation for this behaviour has been put forward. 
Hence there exists a real need for a systematic study of the 
records already available, 
2. DESCRIPTION OF DATA 
2.1 Collection 
The patient fron whom the record used in this stuy vas 
taken had undergone an operation for the replacement of a 
mitral valve. She was considered to be in as table clinical 
state (Taylor et al., 1974 (in press)). 
The first step in the preparation of the data was to 
record continuously onto magnetic tape the electrocardiogram 
and the arterial blood pros urc wave form for a period of 
eight consecutive hours, Using the coefficient of reliable 
monitoring suggested by Taylor (1971), 
viz:— time 	qreliei7onitored x 100 
total time patient nonitorod 
.t was found that, over this period of eight hours, the signal 
as accurate and. readable 9200% of the time for the electro-
cardiogram and 83.25% of the time for the arterial blood ;ros-
sure wave form (Taylor and associates, unpublished data). 
Each signal was then passed through an identification 
systems  a series of algorithms (where background noise that was 
doomed not to be signal was identified and removed) and an 
Inspection procedure. If the signal was found to be valid the 
pu'se rate or oan blood pros sure was comsuted on a beatby- 
heat bee) a. 	f the c!(;sal was judged to be unacceptable 
coiutation was held at the last valid point before the 
unacceptable signal, and the signal was f3aggcd 
The paper tape from which the data for this study were 
taken was then formed by sampling the two variables simulta-
neously at the rate of one per second, and transforming their 
values (by multi.lying by fifty) to obtain four-digit Integers. 
k 
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All 	)U lode cOntaininL invaiie si&rlalG v;crc o.cLuded, e :copt 
for those described in :art (iv) of section 2.3. 
22 Form of data 
The obervationL. on the paper tape civo in the form 
shown in Figure 2.1, The numbers in columns 2-3 and 12-13 
re'resent signal incicatorc, (00 d€noteo blood pressure and 02 
derioto pulco rate), Columns 5s.8 and i-i8 contain the 
observations for blood precnure and rulce rate respectively, 
no described in the final paragraph of the previous u.ectic 
Columns 9 and 19 soc±fy a parity check for each observation, 
zero being the acco table value. 
2. 	Possible sources of inadnlssibls data --------------------------- 
(1) The cigxal indicators precede a pair of gonuint 
observations only if columns 2-3 contain 00 and coiuins 12-13 
contain 02, These indicators are used to assess the reliability 
coefficient (Taylor, 1971) of the signals, and hence periods 
containing erroneous indicators are omitted from th data 
tape. (But coo (iv)), 
The check for parity fails, i.e. column 9 or 
column 19 contains an integer other than zero, on average for 
less than one observation in every ten thousand. This failure 
is due to a machine fault, No such error was present in the 
length of record used in this study, (But see (iv). 
Since the patient concerned 'w:. - cons Ldocd to be 
in a stable clinical state, a b:tued. rce nrc rcsdn of LOss 
than £0 or greater than l20rnii.Hg or a pulse rate reading of 
sac than 40 or greater than 150 beats nor minute is, in prac-
tice, highly implausible. In the terminology of Section 2.2 
then, if the blood pressure observation is lees than 2000 or 
greater than 6000, or if the pulse rate observation is less 
than 2000 or greater than 7500, the pair of observations must 
be regarded as invalid. These extreme values are thought to be 
a result of the general problems of using magnetic tape. 
(iv) A fault in t inspection equipment, which has 
since been rectified, permitted some invalid signals to be 
punched onto the data tape. A typical example of how this 
error appears on thu tape is shown in Figure 2.2. The number 
of characters printed between the two horizontal lines is 
around 300 at every occurrence of this fault. since these 
characters. arepunched at the rate .f 110 per second it seems 
reasonable to assume that the lag between the valid observa-
tions immediately above line 1 and immediately below line 2 is 
three seconds, 
Figure 2.1. Format of data on the original paper tape. 
Column number 23[-L - 119 i 	so 
0-y7C.02 293710. BLANK
0C1-).l77c.  02-295""C'. BLANK 
0c380. 
0c382*, 




Figure 2.2. A typical example of the result of a fault 
in the inspection equipment.. 
00-3843-0. 02-31230. 
00-38370. 02-30830,  
00-37330. 07-33551. 11-39711, 3.3-37591, 17-23232. - 
222232. 22-3772. 27-37733. 33..57733• 337333• 
37-5554. k4-55474. 4-65444. 1.7...5775.  55..55755 
57-55755. 57-76676. 66-76776. 66-76676. 67-77777. 
77-77777. 77-777. 77-998. 88-998. 8-998. 






3. I Coniwe 
The computer program used in this investigation was the 
"Autocovariance and Power Spectral naly1&" program, BKD 02 
taken from the Biomedical Computer Programs manual (Dixon, 
1967). A general description of the program, the limitationc 
which are applicable in thic study, and the computational pro-
cedure of the program are given in the Appendix to this cW-
sorts ti On, 
An previously noted, Mayer waves are obseived to exhibit 
a cycle length of between twenty and forty seconds* ThUS it in 
desirable to consider a series of at least eight hundred or so 
observationc in order to include enough of the,,-.,o cycles so as 
to ensure as high a probability as possible that ihe, are 
accurately detected, Within the limits imposed by the program 
It seemed reasonable, therefore, to analyse the data in the form 
of a ser!c, of nine hundred aboervatons, or fifteen minutes, 
In onth. Z41owever o with a series of this length, it U also 
desirable to employ a number of lags in excess of 199 (the maxi-
mum permitted by the program) to increase the resolution of the 
s'ectral estimates (see discussions in section 3.2,3). ;:ince 
the number of lags was reetrictod it appeared reaaoaabe to 
divide the 900-observation series into three blocks each of 
300 observations, and analyse these at the r-ase time as the 
longer series. In this way it was possible to investigate the 
ptoportiee of the variables In consecutive five-minute inter-
vals, and also to compare these properties with the results 
obtained by considering a fiftoom-minute period. 
The first step was to transfer the data from paper tape 
to punched cards in a form suitable for input to the BMD pro-
gran as described above. A ta:e containing the (bivariate) 
observations 1 - 900 was prepared, and run through a program 
which replaced all unacceptable values (as defined in section 
2.3) by zero. The resulting observations; were unched onto 
cards, together with their number in the series, in tho Loruat 
:hown in Figure 3.1. 
The mean of the non-zero pulse rate observations was 
computed, and all zero pulse rate observations were replaced 
by this mean o i similar procedure was ap3:lied to the blood 
pressure observations, This produced a series of 900 (bivari-
ate) observations ready for analysis in the PPID progras. The 
original cards (i.e., the cot containing the zero observations) 
were then divided into three blocks, comprising observations 
1-300, 301-600 and 601-900, and the above procedure of replac-
ing zeros was repeated for each block in trn This produced 
three series each of 300 (blvariate) observations reacty for 
analysis in the BMI) program, 
These four series of data were then analysed simultane-
ously using the I3MD program, and the results were coded thus 
run A - the analysis of observations 1-300, 
run 3 - 	 *1 	 301-600, 
run C - " 601-900, 
run I) - 	ft 	 1-900. 
I 
Figure 3. 1. Format of data for input into the BND 
program (on punched cards). 
Observation Blood Pressure Pulse Rate 
no. observation observation 
98 3613 2920 
99 3687 2961 
100 3663 2951 
101 3807 2958 
102 3723 3019 
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0 2 Theoretici]. Consideiatjn. 
Z ) 1 
- 
The Eequenco of crVatiOn3 v7hich C()ntit'ute5 the time 
seriec3 to be "L1yL..t3ek t' be conidered as a karn. _'Ung of an 
iniinite sequcncc cf (dod ruidorii vsriables, nosn as a 
tocbe3tLc ptC5. .c'i Cf t;e ramd, m variables has an 
aocitet procaLilit inity function. In general the prop- 
erties of a 	 process ilI tejnd on tho time which 
has elapsed zince the stare of thk. process, iattr. are much 
sipli.ied if it lo acumod that the series has attained come 
forza of equilibrium, an that the statistical properties of 
thu series are independent of aboolute tine. A series is said 
to be weakly stationery ;:r zAatlonary to the second order 
(henceforward called simply stationary) if the seen ancl van-
ance of the serio are both indepennt uf absolute time and 
if the covariance between any two points of the series depends 
only on tho tine interval between them. Thus a stationary 
seziss is one which conne no trends in either it mean or 
its second or&r zionents, 
A series L4 he nci o have an upriard trend in the mean 
j..' the oheorvationc; appear to fluctuate about a continually 
increasing va~.ue A treILd in variance is presezt if the etont 
of the iluctuation of observations about the nean changes with 
time. A third and more complicated type of trend, which is 
rarely vieible, is a change in the correlation between succes-
sive values with time. 
Autocovariance 
Ao noted above th assumption of ntatlonarity means that 
rT 	t2 	uutoc u73ri.rr( .2 
E[(X- ut, )( X 2- 
n be iu5J.! 	 ;.. to 	E[(X—t  )( Xt. - 
only on , the lag or 	 ..-t1, (i\.. .J. 	 of the 
symbols used in t;iis diertation is given in the Appendix.) 
ie autocovarianec st lag p is computed in the: proram by the 
Oi.......,c )  
whore X is tc. i 	:: 	thc .f L.. 	 ,:3trLct1u Cl 








;Ofls .cijred as e:1i,i3orLor 	tiie.retic.il autocovarisnce, 
(p) 
h: 	t 	based oi 
The s: t.: i 	R(P) ; It 
but Jenkins and Watts (19689 pp171-; 	V' fsuu. U;. t R 
has a smaller mcr 	: 	error. 
The plot : R? s gainst p is called the autccevariance 
function of the ......'. .,ios, and hos how the depononce of 
adjacent values alters with lag p. For the comparison of series 
of different scales of measurement it 1 . . 	normalize the 
o)  
autocovariance function by dividing it 	R , the Variance of 
the time soriec. The autcorre1ation uc .............is defined by 
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I can n; 
-1 	 1 	r 11 P. 
In theory- a series coat 	Ln c Cet--2,- In I sttC  harionic 
torn 	an utova inc 	:;ic t n ijh:y 	o hirrnonic and 
dons not damp out, az, O 	 tn 1T F. 	Which hs 811 auto- 
covariance function which diniaishec to zero as the lag incre-
ases, and thus the autocovarlanee function should provide a 
tool for detecting periodicity ifl a tire series, But in 
practice this is not generally the cacs, Correiation between 
neihbourin, vaiuee oL the series nay distort ths shape of the 
function near the origin and also irak itz behaviour at longer 
lags so that any poriodicities in the series cannot be aetoctod 
with sufficient accurcy. One of the main objectives of this 
study was to investigate cycles in the input data, The auto-
CoVarianCO functions computed in the analyses provine no conclu-
sive information about these oeriodicities (see Scction '+,). 
Some other measure is needed to attent to give a clearer 
picture of the behaviour of the input data, 
The Fourier tr,%,q~~ Zorm of the aut covariance function is 
called the power epectrun. It follows from the relationship 
between these two functions that each contains the sane Infor-
mation about the time series as the other, The power spectrum 
shows how the variance of he series is distributed over the 
frequency of possible harmonic corporents. In other words, it 
isolates the contribution to the variance of each frequency 
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band, 
In the araLyr:i:: 	eric of finite length the joctrum 
is referable to the autocovariance function for interpreta-
tion purposes. The choice of in, the maximum number of lags, 
can - e ade such that the power epoetral estiiates at ncih-
bouring frequencies are approximately independent, and as a 
' it i uua1iy easier to detect riodic components from 
the estimate of the power sectrum than from the autcccvariance 
function. The frequencies of these components can also be more 
accurately e timated. 
The basic relationship between the power epectral 
estiror and the sanPIO autocovariance ftwction is the sa'ie as 
that bt;e::n their theoretical counterparts, nauly the Fourier 
tranform. However, slight modificatiorc ar necessary to 
iuprove the ability of the estimater to reflect accurately the 
true power spec tru. 
The raw estimate of the power spectrurL is given in the 






t 	constant ti'e interval betvooi consecutive 
o:Loto in the series, 
f -i 
and 	 tie azimum number of lags chosen., 
o shown that if the series is stationary 
. tht, to. theory, autocovorianeE' is an even 
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r ., 	jnce tx clne function ic 	r: vcn, if 
t cc:] rc 
(h) r-Cp) 	kpTt 
F - 	L)p <x C. , 	C), 1, 	r't x 	Tr 
ore 
R c?)ccs .E 	, = 0,1,., 
tip 	J 
uses is riven in Jenkirc ond ette (19(81  
PXJZI.8-50) end Anderr;on (1958, ;j5Ol8). The coneiderationo 
here 	e r3atod 1).::: 	to the data window used in thir study, 
The 	 ic a fixed rcct: 	ar hre ith width 
The progr;i 	 to be chosen, with a maximum value of 
9),Olotil the width sr ::h5:e of the window affect the form of 
th. :ower 	tral cotitor, The rectaL; 	er .h :ocf the 
wind.--., cail cau.ae ervor 	faLee •ea 	between the ei real 
and thi: is itnevoidable. iTc;evor, eak. of th power 
spectrum at frequencies near to each ot..er are separated by a 
rectangular window half as wide ar that which would be necessary 
for a non-rectangular winc1ow to be able to perftrm the sare 
task. A rectangular window of width 2m can separate peaks at 
frequencies differing by :i,,n  C.p,S. Regardless of the shape of 
the window, separate ;eako of the power ectru: at frequencies 
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i,oar to:tt!- er are fused into a single oak if the data window 
is too riarrov. Tor example, if the true power spectrum con- 
tamed two cftir1ct ea 	.:orted by lec ti- ,--..n l 	c. .. 
thcx the power 	ectral estirtor urinr a rectaru1ar winnw 
r' width 2a wouc not be able to diEitin;uish between th' two 
-eak', and 	Uid vroducc a dane peak on)y in the rer:o ef 
rrcrry orcernecL The width of the window also affecti the 
b.as nnc. the var.m-:co cf the power soctra1 enti.r;ator. Ji .; 
Is L-! 1. thcn wo is thr' vr.ie of the sorer spectr1 estima-
tor, but Ith bias may be large. If m Is made lerCo to reduce 
the bian then the variance Is 	 Sone forip. at' cogre- 
ruse ;horofor r t be reached, Jenk1rr and 1 atts (1,240-8) 
dI;cur this rroblen In t,rcater detail in their honk. 
Ta run A, B and C, which anslysed serie :f 30() 
oh 	vst sr each, ti' chEc::. value of 	100. This choice 
e:r:od that the estistor could etc-t 	of the power 
apectrur very close to oaci other, end also that the octiriotcr 
had ri.s1 bas 	hut the ch;--ica reduced the varicnce of 
co m'1etely raw ectixator (the Fourier trs fr •:f the utoco- 
variance function without the data window) by ap.roxiriatoly one 
third only (Jenkins and watts, p252) 	In order to see the 
effect of narrowing the data window, and thus roduaIcg the 
var1e but incr sing the bias of the rower spectral etima-
tor, the analysis of observations 1-3;O we re :eated uing a 
miur lag of 60 seconds (run 6) and the results compared 
with those of run A. In run D. which analysed the 900 observa-
tion series, the chose: value of T wa 199, the ra::in allowed 
by the procrar. In comparison with runs A, 	and C, asuing 
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the series to be honooneous and stationary (see Sections 4.2 
and 	thc variatce i further reduced (to about 45 of that 
of a completely rat: 02t1 tr),nd since the lenth of record 
hobeen- t.bled a-nd te date. . ri.ndew width only doubled it is 
1iuiy t.:t ti? taa of the oct±r'ator ha also been reduced. 
A further process do1ned to rod'ce the variance of the 
power spectral ctistor is that of smoothtn 	The raw -.)over 
spectral esti:iato at a certain frequency is replaced by a 
weitht' a',rge of ectinatee at and near that frequency. In 
this way It is hopeci that varThtlon caw'ed mainly by the fact 
G- 
A. t a finite ceriec is hein€ used car. be reduced Thus the 
irregular r;raph of raw ov;or sctrl estimates is replaced by 
a ssoc;ther graph. The procedure ured in the ;D program is 
haming", which smoeth& the power r  ctrs.]. ostimatec according 
SP 	0 54 	0-46 P 
sp= 0 23P 	054P, 	023Pf,  
Spm 	o .sip 	+ 0 
give a detailed disc nsion of "hamming" and eth-r 	th:Lng 
Proc eduroo. 
The atae han now b.en reached where the power spectral 
estiates have been 	'Ito and smoothed, and it is hoped that 
the resultlni. gra;;ti s'o 	reasonable renressntation of the 
corree.ondinc thcoretical power sectrwr Before intor-oreta-
tions are made, since series are beinr compared which are 
likely to have unequal variances, it is useful to normalize the 
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power spectral ontimatee of each series by dividinC them by the 
variance of that series. The resulting function is the estima-
tor of the spectral eneity function. 
3.2.4 Cross-covariance 
Ti.,-.,. cr(n-covor'an.cc in c.ymutnd by thc fr:u]oe 
n-p 
E x x 	0', ........  R 1  
R 	= 	1 [ 	171 	, r 0,1) ......, at XY 
In cornon use aLso, an in th univariat cane 	auto ..variai.co , 
are the formulae which use n (instead of n-p) as the divisor. 
The advantages and disadvantages connected with the different 
diviioro havu boon mentioned in Section  3.2.2 in relation to 
outocovnriance, and the same considerations apply to cross-
C- V:n C(: 
L C. Fl,çy  
ance function. It rnunurc;.; the degree of correlation between 
the X series (blood pressure), 3o::. and the 




'JXVX, nnd if this 
equality is Uefined to hold for t!no on::: ot: ti;. tics the 
description of croso-covariance holds with the series inter- 
changed when R 	; plotted again-EA p. In practice it is 
necesoary to otudy the interactions between two processes with 
different variances. In this situation the crosa-covariance 
function must be normalized by defining the cross-correlation 
fime. tin:.. 




2,5 E:t!natiori 3j to 	O3—pcC truth LC Chcr.c ;qusrcU 
An wae ftmid in the case of the univarinte autocovariance 
function, it is very difficult to interpret the croso-covarlance 
finctIon 	If adacent pointo of the two time series are croto;- 
crro nt 	i.t lo fount that the CrOos-CoVarianco function is 
1aro nenr, the origin (p=O) and small at values distant from 
the origin. But if the cross-covariancc function contains 
porio1.c components these may not easily be detected from the 
graph, It folows that 6nme other measure is needed to clarify 
th re'n"I'lonshir between the series. 
The Fourier transform of the cross-covariance function 
is called the cross-spectrum. Because the croso-covariance is 
not an eve function, th; crc -sectrum is generally a complex 
quantity which may be written as a aus of a real part, the 
coo .ectrum, and an imaginary part, the quadrature spectrum. 
The cospectrum is an even function of frequency end can be 
thought of as the average product of X and Y within a narrow 
frequency interval, divided by the frequency interval, In other 
words the cospectrum measures the covariance between the in-
phase comsonents of the series. The quadrature spectrum le an 
odd function of frequency and can be thought of in the same 
terms as the cosoectrum except that either X or Yt , not both, 
is shifted in time sufficiently to produce a 90-degree phase 
shift at frequency 1. In other words the quadrature spectrum 
measures the covariance between out of phase components. (For 
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proofs and further discussions of these results see Jenkins 
and Watts, pp3434). 
In estimatim; the crosss1ectrurn from two series of 
finite length, the same problems of variance and bias which 
were discussed in Section 3.2.3 arise. Hence the cross-spec-
tral estimator must be computed using a data window and a 
smoothing procedure. The considerations given to the data 
window and smoothing procedure in Section 3.2.3 apply here, 
but there is one important difference. The autocovariance 
function is an oven function of lag, being symmetric about 
p=O, and if It damps out quickly it chould be possible to 
reduce substantially the bias of the power spectral estimator 
by increacing the width of the data windot. Iut the cross-
covariance Is not an even function of lag and is therefore not 
ymcerical about p=O. Thus in the casc of one series loading 
the other exactly by an amount t the data window must e wide 
enough to accorit for this de-lay or very appreciable bias will 
result. In this stud:, the windows oed in the ectination of 
the cross-spectrum are those described in Section 3.2.3. 
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and then smoothed by "hamming". The results are printed but 
not plotted by the BMD program. The estimates of the quadra-
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An altcrnativc way of expressing the cross-spectrum is 
)--x polar form, by the product of a real function, 
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quency components in one :.erie are associated with large or 
small ainlitudes at the same frequency in the other series. 
Similarly, the phase spectrum describes the manner in which 
frequency components in one series lag or load the components 
at the same frequency in the other series. 
In this study, having computed the cross-spectral esti- 
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on,-, the hone of  the croe-sectrum by 
PHAS = ArgP' (S PI, 
The phase anrie comlputc zit euch ire qec 	ti 	kh.o ilit 
of the pulse rate series with respect to the blood preosure 
series (See Appendix). 
To investigate the c orreiati.on betvon tw t:tno series 
at each frequency a measure called the coherence squared is 
used in preference to the amplitude of the cross-spectrum. 
The coherence squared at each frequency is computed by squar-
ing the amplitude of the cross-spectrum at that frequency and 
dividing by the product of the power-spectrum of each series 
at that frequency. The coherence squared resembles a correla-
tion coefficient at each frequency in that it is a measure of 
the linear relation between the spectral variates of the two 
series at that frequency. In a comparison such as the one in 
this etudy the coherence squared is preferred to the amplitude 
of the crosn-spectrum, because it is an absolute measure whereas 
the asulitude of the cros;-spec truo depends on the variauc€s 
of the two time series concerned (cf covariance and correlation 
coefficient). 
The coherence squared gives information about the linear 
association between the two series at each frtquency, and the 
phase spectrum shows by how much one series lags or leads the 
other at each frequency. Thus these two measures adequately 
describe any linear relationships between the two series. 
3.3 Further experiments 
On looking at the graph of observations 1-900 (Figures 
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4.1(a) and 4,1(b)) it can be aen that the final 20 observa-
tions fluctuate much more wildly than the reinainuer both for 
blood pressure and pulse rate. In order to discover if these 
extreme values had a large effect on the analysis of the 
fifteen-minute series of observations (run D) the series con-
sisting of observations 1-880 was also analysed (run E). This 
involved a recomputation of the means for both variables and a 
substitution of these now means for uraccojtab1e values within 
the 880 observation series. 
The graphs of the power spectral estimates resulting 
from the analysis of this series showed a marked peak at the 
origin for both the pulse rate and blood pressure series, 
Indicating the possibility of a trend in the input data. The 
analysis of the 880 obérvatIon series was thus repeated after 
detronding the input series (run F) in the way described in 
the Appendix. 
Finally the first block of 300 observations was re-
analysed (run 0) using 60 lags Instead of 100 as a comparison 
with run A. This was done in order to see the effect of 
reducing the number of lags, thus reducing the resolution of 
the power spectral estimates but increasing their stability. 
A nwmuary of all the analyses performed on the data 
using the BMD program Is given In Table 3.1, 
Table 3.1. A summary of the analyses performed 
on the data set using the BMD program. 
Job Observations Was data Was Was pre- Chosen 
Code analysed printed and detrending whitening no. of 
plotted? performed? used? lags 
A 1-300 Yes No No 100 
B 301.600 Yes No No 100 
C 601-900 Yes No No 100 
D 1-900 Yes No No _199 
E 1-880 Yes No No 199 
F 1-880 No - Yes No 199 - G 1300 No -No 	- No 60 
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4, RESULTS 
4.1 Extreme Values 
It was imr'diately apparent on inspection of the input 
data iar the whole fifteen-minute period (Fiures 4.1(a) and 
4.1(b)) that the series of both variables contained observa-
tioss which, although perfectly acceptable, were nevertheless 
extreme. In the ccc of pulse rate this phenomenon occurs when 
the heart gives out an extra bnor.a1 . .at, producing a short 
interval between consecutirc hcr tbe. t a. thus a high pulse 
rate reading. On occasion this short interval is followed by a 
correspondingly long interval, which gives a 1ov, reading 
imrediatoly following the high one. Alternatively the Inter-
val length may return instantly to normal, and ;ho only 'record 
of the extra beat romaine the single high pulse rate observa-
tion. Sonetiieu the short int¼Jrval is not sampled In the pro-
cedure doacr1bo earlier (p.4) but the following long interval 
Is, resulting in one low pulse rate rodlng. 
The extra beat may or may not affect the blood 1cres.sure 
wave form. If it does the result is a blo d pressure value at 
the corres ending point in the pulse rate series which is 
extreme in the opposite direction. Extreme values of blood 
pressure are also caused by other factors such an sharp breath-
ing and may not be reflected in the pulse rate series. 
The important point to be made here is that this 
phenomenon is regarded as normal by the cdical profession. 
A summary of ctrse 	1und :ln 	dst 	f t1i_ 
study is given here together 	tiins sttcs.t to sscsver wnnther 
there is any evidence to support a theory that the extent of 
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o;_troZ_-itj of a ooservatLon is ratcd to the Lroobiii.y tit 
the observation is balanced by a value of the opposite e:trenio, 
These results relate to the series of 900 observations. Inclu-
sion of the final 20 observations is open to question. 
To the nearest integer, 
F3loopressure mean 	 = 3751 (= 75.02mm,I1g) 
standard deviation = 262 	5124w.m.11g) 
Pulse rate 	mean 	 = 2998 (=59.96 hoets 
1- .-,or minute) 
standard deviation = 288 (= 5.76 beats 
per minute). 
Any value greater than two standard deviations from the mean 
(roughly denoting the 95 probability limits of the Normal 
distribution*) was noted. These observations were then divided 
Into those between two and three standard deviations from the 
moan and those grcater than three standard deviations from the 
mean (the latter point roughly denoting the 99.9% probability 
limits of the Normal distribution*), Since both records were 
made simultaneously, so that identical observation numbers 
correspond to identical times, it nas then easy to discover 
whether or not eac of these observations was balanced by an 
observation of the opposite extreme, either immediately follow-
ing in the same series or at the same point in the series 
denoting the other variable under consideration. 
* At the tine of this study no investigation has been made into 
the distribution of the blood pressure and pulse rate measure-
ments. The intervals noted here wero chosen amply because they 
were the intervals used by the staff of the Department of 
Physiology in their work in this area (Section 5.1). 
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i list of these extreme observations, tabu)-ted accordin_ 
to whether or not each observation was balanccdD is given 
In Tables 4.1(a) and 
A 2x2 table, constructed from the data of Table k.l(a), 
with classification by number of standard deviations from the 
mean, is presented as Table 4.1(b). The only striking feature 
of this table lo the large proportion of balanced observations 
and corresponding balancing observations greater than three 
standard deviations from the moan. 
Two further tables (4,3(a) and 4.3(b)) were produced by 
classifying for each variable the extremity of deviation against 
the presence ox absence of a balancing observation. All that 
was learnt fros the pulse rate table was that a very high 
roportion of the extreme observations were greater than three 
standard deviations from the mean. But the blood pressure 
results did contain some evidence to suggest that an unbalanced 
observation was more likely to be between two and three stan-
dard deviations from the mean than a balanced observation. 
Table 4.1(a). Extreme observations balanced by an 
observation extreme in the opposite direction. 
Pulse Rate Blood Pressure 
Observation No. 	of s.d.'s Observation No. 	of s.d.'s 
number from mean number from mean 
145 3+ 145 3+ 
210 3+ 211 3+ 
373 3+ 373 3+ 
437 2-3 437 3+ 
468 2-.3 468 2-3 
623 3+ 623 2-3 
697 3+ 697 3+ 
703 3+ 703 3+ 
892 3+ 892 2-3 
893 3+ 893 2-3 
894 3+ 894 3+ 
898 3+ 898 3+ 
Table 4.1(b). Balanced extreme observations classified by 
extremity of deviation from the mean. 
BLOOD PRESSURE TOTALS 1 
No. 	of s.d.'s 2-3 3+ from mean 
PULSE 2-3 1 1 2 
RATE 3+ 3 7 10 
TOTALS  4 8 - 12 
Table 4.2 Unbalanced extreme observations. 
Pulse Rate Blood Pressure 
Observation No. 	of sd.'s Observation No. 	of s.d.'s 
no. from mean no. from mean 
74 3+ 265 2-3 
138 3+ 273 2-3 
146 3+ 315 2-3 
164 3+ 335 3+ 
166 3+ 381 2-3 
370 3+ 394 2-3 
445 3+ 406 2-3 
305 3+ 413 3+ 
600 3+ 414 3+ 
310 3+ 414.9 3+ 
883 3+ 526 3+ 
884 3+ 561 3+ 
886 3+ 56/+ 2-3 
887 3+ 566 2-3 
888 3+ 571 3+ 








Table 4.3 Extreme observations classified by extremity of 
deviation from the mean and by presence or 





No. 	of s.d.'s 2-3 2 0 2 
L from mean 3+ 10 16 26 















Totals 12 23 35 
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42 Stationarity 
A cursory examination of the input data for this study, 
shown in Figures 4.1(a) and 4,1(b), showed no obvious signs 
of non-stationarity. The mean value of each variable appeared 
to remain sufficiently constant with time, and the observa-
tions did not appear to change their extent of variability 
about their mean. Therefore it appeared reasonable to analyse 
these data on the assumption that both series were stationary. 
k3 Autocovarlanco and Power Spectral Aali5 
An examination of the autocovariance functions produced 
in the various analyses of the data showed, in general, very 
little correlation between neighbouring observations, The 
highest value of the autocorre].ation function was 0,43 at a 
lag of one second for the pulse rate observations 601-9000 and 
in every case the autocorroistion function hardly deviated 
from zero after a lag of about 20 seconds. 
Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) show the graphs of the power 
spectral estimates, Liotted against frequency, of blood pres-
sure and pulse rate rooectively, computed from observations 
1-300 with m=lOO. In the case of blood pressure there is one 
marked peak at a frequency of 0.275 c.p.a., a cycle of length 
3.6 seconds, which almost certainly represents a respiratory 
cycle. The spectral density at this frequency is 1.63. The 
next highest peak occurs at a frequency of 0,110 c.p.a., a 
cycle of ingth .l seconds, with spectral density 0.81. In 
the range of the Flayer cycle, 0.025 cop. to 0.050 c.p.s,, the 
maximum value of the sectra1 density is 0.64, at a frequency of 
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FIGURE 4.1(a). Transformed Blood Pressure readings plotted against 
their number in the series. 
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FIGURE 4.1(b). Transformed Pulse Rate readings plotted against their 
number in the series. 
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FIGURE !."(a). Power spectral estimates of blood pressure series 
computed from observations 1-3CO (r.=OO) plotted against frequency. 
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FIGURE 4.2(b). Power spectral estimates of pulse rate series computed 
from observations 1-300 (rn=100) plotted against frequency. 
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estimates for iulse rate exhibits several oaks; the highest 
of these is at a frequency of 0.110 c.p.a., at which the value 
of the spectral density i: 1.05, an. this peak corresponds to 
the peak of the blood pressure estimates at the same frequency. 
The pulse rate estimates also show peaks at 0.045 c.p.:., a 
cycle of length 22.2 seconds, which is within the range of the 
Mayer cycle, and 0.155 c.p.a., a cycle of length 6.5 seconds, 
which have asectral denuity values 0,91 and 0.88 respectively. 
There is no peak at 0.275 c.p.s.,, and a peak at 0.280 c.p.a. 
is only a minor one. 
To summarize the sower spectral estimates obtaincd from 
the first five minutes of the record, it was found that: 
there apears to be a respiratory cycle of 3.6 seconds in 
blood pressure which is not present in pulse rate; 
there is some evidence of a Mayor cycle of 22.2 seconds in 
the puse rate record, but the blood pressure record shows 
only a relatively minor cycle of a different length; 
there is a common cycle of 9.1 socnds in both records for 
which there is no obvious physiological explanation. 
Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) chow the graphs of the power 
spectral estimates for observations 301-600. The striking 
feature of both graphs is the high power at the origin and 
frequencies 0.005 c.p.a. and 0.010 c.p.a. This is an indica-
tion of some form of trend present in the input series 
although none was apparent from the gratha of these series. 
None of the peaks exhibited by the power spectral estimators 
for observations 1-300 are present in the estimates for 






FIGURE 4.3(a). Power spectral estimates of blood pressure series 
computed from observations 301-600 (m100) plotted aeainst frequency. 
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FIGURE 4.3(b). Power spectral estimates of pulse rate series computed 
from observations 301-600 (rn=iOO) plotted against frequency. 
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the pulse rate estimates at a frequency of 0.350 c.p.s., a 
cycle of length 2.9 sconds, which is likely to 1e a rca Iratory 
cycle. 
To summarize the second five-minute period of the 
record it was found that both series exhibited a trend which 
wos not formerly aparest, and that a respiratory cycle of 
2.9 soccads was foun in the pulse rate record which was not 
reflected in the blood pressure record. There was no evidence 
of a Mayer cycle in either record, and the behaviour of the 
series in this second five-minute period was in no way similar 
to their behaviour in the first period. 
Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the graphs of the power 
S sec tral estimates computed from observations 601-900. Once 
again the estimates for blood pressure show high owcr at the 
origin, indic tis. a tress vhich in this Case may be caused by 
the fluctuation ane estresi.ty of the final 20 observations. 
However, if this were true one would excct the pulse rate 
estimates to show a similar indication of trend, but this is 
not the case even th:ugh the final 20 pulse rate readings seem 
to behave more wildly than those of the blood pressure series. 
The only marked peak of the power spectral ostisaten of the 
blood pressure record occurs at a frequency of 0.045 c.p.a., a 
peak exhibited by the pulse rate estimates of observations 
1-300. The estimated spectral density at this frequency is 
1.30, and the cycle len(;th of 22.2 seconds falls within the 
bounds of the length of a Mayer cycle. As far as the respira-
tory cycle is concerned the highest value of the estimated 






FIGURE 4.4(a). Power spectral estimates of blood pressure series 
computed from observations 601-900 (m=iOO) plotted against frequency. 
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FIGURE 4.4(b). Pober spectral estimates of pulse rate series computed 
from observations 601-900 (mr10O) plotted against frequency. 
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0.200-0.333 c.p.s. ii.; 0.47 at a frequency of 0.225 c.p.., a 
very minor peak. The graph of the power spectral estimates for 
the u- se rate record is extremely smooth with a single peak at 
frequency of 0.040 c.p.s., a c;ci€ Jeth of 25 second.,- , 
which Liar, an entimate sectral uenity of 1.3.  However the 
values of the e timatee near this frequency are of the same 
order, and so this cycle could caily correspond to that 
precert in the blood pressure observations. 
The final five-minute period of the data exhibited strong 
evidence of a Mayer cycle in both series, at a frequency com-
parable with that found in the pulse rate record of observa-
tions 1-300. There was no evidence of an important respira-
tory cycle in either series, and there wss an apparent tren 
in the blood presnure record which may have been caused by the 
final 20 observations. 
Figures 4.(a) and k.!.(b) show the gra.h: of the power 
sectra1 estimates of blood pressure and pulse rate respect-
ively rlotted against frequency, computed from observations 
1-900 with m199. For the blood pressure series, even though 
some of the anaretiy minor •peae have a spec tri. density as 
high as 090 the graph is dominated by a huge amount of power 
at the origin. Thir suggests t:at either the trends noted in 
the 1a-t ten sinuts of the record have "overwhelmed" the nar-
ed p ioJi'' of the fir-;t five minutes to reduce a trend 
in the fifteen minute record or the behaviour of the three five 
minute records is not a reflection of the state of statistical 
equilibrium required for the assution of stationarity to 
hold, i.e, that the structure of the record does depend on 
absolute time. The graph of the estimates also shows no marked 
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FIGURE 4.5(a). Power spectral estimates of blood pressure series 
computed from observations 1-900 (m=199) plotted against frequency 





FIGURE 4.5(b). Power spectral. estimates of pulse rate series computed 
from observations 1-900 (m=199) plotted against frequency. 
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Peaks in the range of either the respiratory cycle or the Mayer 
cycle. 	: t;hs other hand the power a ectral ectimatt; of the 
fiftcnn smuts ulee rate record again furs a very smooth 
curve with a single peak at 0.043 c.p.a., a edo length of 
23.3 seccnds, which has an estimated spectral density of 1.14. 
This would appear to supyort the findings of a Mayer cycle in 
the pulse rate record, as detected in the first and third five-
minute interval. There is no evidence of a strong respiratory 
cycle in the pulse rate record, nor is there any indication of 
a trend in the series. 
It did appear possible that some of the non-stationarity 
ethIbitcu by the blood pressure series could have been caused 
by the final 20 observations, anu this possibility was investi-
gated by analysing observation 1-880 as uieccribed in Section 
3,3 (run E), However it was found that the graph of the power 
spectral estimats for blood prea:ure remained unchanged in 
form when those last 20 observations were removed. Unfortunately 
the removal of these observations had a severe effect on the 
power spectral estimates for pulse rate, producing a graph 
with hu,e power at, and at frequencies close to, the origin and 
several minor peaks. The estimated spectral density at the 
origin was 1.03.  The largest minor peaks were at frequencies 
0.04 c.p.a., (cc-le length 22.2 seconds, eotnatod spectral 
density 0.61), the Mayer cpce previously detected, 0.111 c.p.a., 
(cycle length 9.0 seconcs;, estimated spectral density 0.67), a 
cycle detected in both series during the first five minutes of 
the records but without any obvious physiological meanin:., 
0.136 C.p.S. and 0389 c.p.a., (cycle lengths 7, seConuS and 
30 
2.6 seconds, eotimated spectral densities 0,65 and. 0.66 
recectively), two further cycioc without obvious physiological 
meaning, 
When observations 1-880 were analysed the power spectral 
tirate& of both variables showed huge power at the origin, 
and in order to investigate whether this vies thie to e. trend in 
the mean of each orIc the detrening option was uce on these 
observations (run F). The program fitted a linear trenu to 
each of the input series using standard least squares methods 
and then removed the trend. The linear detrcnder was the only 
detrcr:ciing option available in the EMI) program and was used 
with no great expectLtion of improvements in the s.octral pat-
tern. The rcuitirs graph; of the power s:ectral ostiates are 
shosira Figures 11.6(a) and 4.6(b). It can be seen from these 
graphs that the detrending procec has had virtuai3y no effect 
an that large amounts of power are still concentreted at 
frequencieb near the origin for both i3erioo, 
Finally in this section Fiure 4.7(a) and 11..?(b) show 
the power spectral estinates for blood pressure and pulse rate 
respectively computed from observations 1-300 usin, m=100 and 
m=60, It can be seen that the shorter window has produced a 
smoother crve in each case (by redueir&: the variance of the 
estimates) but thrt peaks near to each other ore better 
detected by the loner window, thus confirming the discussions 
on data windows in Section 3.2.3. The single marked peak of 
the blood pressure series, denotinL a respiratory cycle, is 
still very much in evidence, but the secondory peak shown by 









F1GUIlJ 4.6(a). Power spectral estimates of blood pressure series 
computed from observations 1-880 (m=199) after detrending plotted 
against frequency. 
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FIGURE 4.6(h). Power spectrl estimates of pulse rate series computed 
from observations 1-880 (111199) after detrendinj plotted against 
frequency. 
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FIGURE /1.7(i). Power spcctral estimates cf blood pressure series 
computed from observations 1-300 plotted against frequency: comparison 
of m=100 and m=60. 




















FTGURE 4.7(h). Power spectral estimates of pulse rate series computed 
from observations 1-300 plotted against frequency: comparison of m100 
and m=60. 
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the shorter window. In the pulse rate estimates re.atively 
more power is attributed to the origin by the shortr window, 
but the graph still shows several peak° at frequencies equal to 
or near those peaks detected by the longer window. 
and Cross-Spectral Analysis 
In all the analyses performed in this study there sni a 
sizeable negative value cf the cross-correlation function at 
zero lag, indicating that a large pulse rate reading tens to 
be paired with a sali blood preesure observation, and vice 
versa. However, as in the univariate autocorrelation rosu te, 
this correlation could haroly be described as atron:, the 
argest absolute value of the cross-correlation function being 
0.39 (negative) at zoro iag for the series of observations 601-
900. One other interesting observation made on the results of 
this study was that the oscillations of the cross-correlation 
function did not subside very quickl.' ss 	increased. 
Further interpretation of the crose-covariance function 
was impossible, so asjects of the relationships between the two 
series were investigated using the coherence squared and phase 
eeoc tru. 
Figure 4.8 shows the graph of the estin:atcd coherence 
squared between pulse rote and blood pressure plotted against 
frequency for observatioss 1-300. The peak at 0.445 must be 
ignored. The computed value of the coherence squared at this 
frequency was 9.84, and was therefore flagged as being errone-
ous du to sampling error (as described in the £..ppezidix), but 
was set equal to the raximum of the remaining values for plot-
ting purposes. flowever, the value of the coherence c:uared at 
0.335 c,p.a. is 0.975, indicating that the tvio soslec are 
FIGURE /•3•  The estimated coherence squared between pulse rate and 
blood pressure computed from observations 1-300 (m=100) plotted 
against frequency. 
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highly correlated at thi& frequency, which represents a cycle 
length of 3.0 seconds and is almost certainly a rtspiratory 
cycle. This high coherence was a little surprising since no 
cyCle 31 th:* lc,:th in either series was indicsted by the 
octr 
 
e_tinatcs computed from observations l31;0, 
although the blood pre;sure record showeo a marked respiratory 
cycle of 3.6 seconds and the power cectrai eatinates for 
C 
,:• 	Che C'; 	'i {(:r (!VCle:: )-L hCV1C 
that at frequency 0.335 c..s. the pulse rate cycle led the 
blood pressure cycle by aproximately half aCecord, The 
coherence squared estizated from the 1. rt five r1nutee of data 
ese -oo other seaks at 0.110 c.p. ., 0.21 c.p.. anu 0,00 
c.p,s. with values 0.869, 0.u3 anc 0.6 respectively. The 
frequency e.11O c.p.s., a eyc]i of length .1 seconds, was 
iced out by the power ; ;ectrol '.tiCntoo of both seri.., and 
the thaso shift assciated with this frequency is approiniately 
i.e, one series leads the other 'by about half the cycle 
Figure 4.9  shows the graph of the etlated coherence 
squared plotted against frequency for observatJone 301-600. 
It has three major :eaks. The first is at 0.010 C.p.L., a 
cycle of length 25.0 secois, with an estimated coherence 
squared value of 0.885. This cycle length falie ithin the 
boundr of the length of a Vayor cycic, but there were no 
indications of such a cycle in either  
spectral ectic:at . Again the phase obift 	 . 	.r 
with the blood preaurc series leading the pulse rate serie 
FIGURE 4.9. The estimated coherence squared between pulse rate and 
blood pressure computed from observations 301-600 (miOO) plotted 
against frequency. 
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by about 11.5 seconu. The second major peak of the coherence 
squared estimates is at a frequency of 0.250 c.p.., a cycle 
of length 4,0 seconds, with an estimated coherence squared 
value of 0.927, This y denote a riratory cycle although 
the power s:.ectrsl ctLate.; eho:e no such eriodicity in 
either series. The hee shift, orce sals, is approximately 
IT , indicating that et this frequency one series leads the 
oti by about two seconds, The third major peak, which 
almost corresponds to the peak found from the first five 
minutes of record, is at 0,345 c.p,s.., a cycle of length 2.9 
seconds, with coherence squared value 0.386. A cycle of this 
length was found in the power spectral estimates for pulse 
rate, so it se:ms more likely that this is the respiratory 
cycle and that the previously noted cycle of 4.0 seconds has 
no obvious phyiolo icsl significance. At the frequency 0..45 
c o pes, it ws cs tisated from the phac. dlararn that the pulse 
rate series is lea ing the blood presure series by apj.rox-
imately 0,1. seconds, conjared with a lead of half a second in 
the first five-minute interval. 
Figure 4.10 shows the graph of the estimated coherence 
squared riotted against frequency for observations 601-900. 
The largest peak occurs at a frequency of 0.035 c.p,s., a 
cycle of length 28.6 secouth, with sn estimated cohorenco 
squared value of 0.92.. High coherence squared values are 
also found at frequenciss. 0,040 c,p,c.and 0.045 so 
there is strong evidence here of the presence of a ayer cycle, 
particularly since both variables exhibited cycles with fre-
quencies of this order. At frequency 0.035 c.p.s, it was 





FIGURE 4.10. The estimated coherence squared between pulse rate and 
blood pressure computed from observations 601-900 (m=iOO) plotted 
against frequency. 
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found that the biod res:urcr1es id the pulao rate series 
y apoi:ately 12 seconds, a sii?ar situation to that 
recorded for the cycle of 2.(Iseconds exhibited by the 
coherence squared eati;atea for observationL 301-60. -1-e t u rn - 
ing to Figure 4.10, the second larLet :eak of the graph 
occur. a C.71L0 c.p.. ., a cycle: c'f egt.h 3.2 8ec:id, at 
which the v  L! of the coherc nec squared le 0.873. This would 
L.t::ts:  
liSt s€c c rlier. I'Towovei cycles of this len(th have already 
hoen note In the coherence squared estinates of tic first two 
five-inute intervalc,, but in this case the pulse rate series 
lags the blond presaure series by a roiriateiy 1.3 seconds 
whereas beforehand pulse rate loci blood pressure by about half 
a second at tho frequency of the rospiratory cycle. 
Figure 4.11 	shows the graph of the estir;ated coherence 
squared between pulse rate and blood pressure plotted agaist 
frequency for ohcervatiois 1-900. A fairly marked peak at a 
frequency of 0.043 c.p.s. and other high values around this 
point confirm the evidence already gathered that there is a 
high correlation between the two series at a frequency in the 
rrige 0.040 C)..3. to 0.045 c.p.z.. The cycle length detected 
here is 23.4 	'onds, the value of the coherence squared is 
0.715, and the phase shift is approxiiately 	. To be more 
eact, the blood preure series is 1ea€irig the pulse rate 
series by 11.2 secons, which agrees very closely with the 
results obta1ncnz from the last two five-minute periods. How-
ever it should be noted that although the power spectral 





FIGURE /*.11. The estimated c&erence squared between pulse rate and 
blood presur2 computed from observations 1-900 (m=199) plotted 
against frequency. 
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estimates of observation.,., 1-900 showed for pulse rate a major 
periodic component of cycle length 23.3 seconds any such cycle 
which may have been present in the blood pressure record was 
masked by the huge power at the origin. 
The second highest peak of Figure 4.11 	occurs at 
0,231 c.p.a., a cycle of length I,3 seconds, ;ith coherence 
squared value 0.695. As was the case in thu cecnd five-
minute Interval, where a cycle of length 4.0  had a high 
coherence squared value, this could be interpreted as a roe-
piratory cycle if it were not for the presence of a third 
major peak, which in this instance occurs at 0.312 c.p.e., a 
cycle of length 3.2 seconds. Although the power spectral esti-
mates obtained from observations 1-900 showed no evidence of a 
respiratory cycle In either sons:.: it has already been noted 
that the two series show high correlation in all three five-
minute periods at a frequency close to 0.312 c.p.s. Thus it 
seems likely that the respiratory cycle exhibited in this data 
is around 3 seconds, and that the Li-second cycles have no 
obvious meaning. The phase diagram computed from observations 
1-900 showed that at 0.312 c.p.s. the blood pressure series 
led the pulse rate series by 1.2 seconds, in agreement with the 
last five-minute Interval. 
The omission of the final 20 observations produced a 
graph of coherence squared against frequency in which all pre-
viously observed peaks were reduced, and a single marked peak 
introduced at a frequency of 0,256 c.p.u., a cycle of length 
3.9 seconds, with an estimated coherence cq; area value of 
0.868. At this frcquency the blood pressure series was found 
36 
to lead the pulse rate caries by 1.7 secon. This is a very 
curious result, for which no eanlngiu1 explanation can be 
found. 
tri1n, tic input scrie.: h: no XurthLr effect, Snd 
the graph of the estiiated coherence square, took exactly the 
sane form as that thrivo&.. from observat±o 	1-880 without 
detronin:. 
Fiii1ly, PiCufe 1.12 shows the ;rah of the etiiated 
coherence squared 10etvietz. pulse rate aio blood resi•;re plot-
ted aairict freuncy for observations 1-300 using the shorter 
data window (m(0). It can be seen from this Lrai.,h that the 
niaor peak now occurs at n frequency of U9108 e.p.a., ano that 
the correlation between the series in thu range of Uc 
respiratory cycle is no loner high. The estiateu coherence 
squarsi valu; i 0.711, and it was found from the pha 
grain that, a ))cIoru, the phase shift W.e approxima.tel:j iT. 
FIGURE 4.12. The estimated coherence squared between pulse rate and 
blood pressure computed from observations 1-300 (m60) plotted 
against frequency. 
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5 DISCUSSION 
5.1 Extrczne values 
The effect that the extreme values noted in Section 4.1 
have on the cyclic properties of the two variables and the 
phasic relationships between them is unknown, and warrants 
further study. It would have been instructive to analyse the 
series with these values omitted and replaced by a re-calcula-
ted mean in order to con-are the results with those obtained 
in this study. 
However, it has already been state (page 22) that 
these extreme values are regarded as normal by the medical pro-
fe-ssion, and thus there is a need for an investigation into 
the frequency and occurrce of those values. 
The results of Section 4.1 contain an atti,mpt to investi-
gate the relationship between the extremity of an observatiox. 
from the mean and the presence or absence of a balancing 
observation extreme in the opposite direction. The staff of 
the DeDartment of Physiology, dinburgh University, have 
carried out work in tLis area using muci larger sots of data, 
and have so far found no evidence to suggest that extremity 
is reatod to baloncia. 
It would have hoes interestin., to yathar aor; data frs 
the records of this and other patients to investigate further 
the apparent trend in the blood pressure results of an unbal-
anced observation bein: more likely to lie between two and 
three standard deviations from the mean than a balanced 
observation. 
It can also be noted that there were ,T-,ore extreme 
observations in the blood zressure series tn in the pulse 
rate cones. It would have been interesting to discover 
whether this remained the case throughout the full eight-hour 
record, and if o to investigate if this had any connection 
with the iower-thsn-svoraga chart-tern: variability in pulse 
rate of thir. patient, 
L5.2 SrectrJ A 
it was noted in Section 4,3 that in no c 	did the 
',toc orrel ation function deviate substantially from zero after 
o lae of 20 seconds. This would suggest that no periodic com-
ponent existed in the data but, as stntod in Section 3,2.:' anU 
as chcwn in the results of Section 4,j, the power spectral 
estirats obtained in the analyses offered a better indication 
of 1,3riodicity. 
r'urimg, the first five siutes of tle record the blood 
prec;ure ohservetions exhibited a respiratory cycle of 3.6 
seconds in len:th, which '.as net mark.e.ly reflected in the 
pulse rote series, the pulse rate observations ethibited a 
Mayer cycle of 22.2 seconds in length, but the blood pressure 
record did not suptort this, and both series exhibiteu a cycle 
of 9,1 seconds in length for which there is no ovite.: .thyoio- 
logical reason. The two senio were highly corr 	te at a 
number of fr'quencics, the most prominent corresponding to a 
3-second cycle, which was almost certtiniy due to respiration, 
hcn the puJco rate cycle vs foui to lead the blood presure 
cycle by aproxtely half a second. The series were also 
highly co:- 2ated ab ut the cycle of 9.1 secnds, where one 
series led the other by about half the cycle length. 
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The situation changed somewhat during the second five 
minute period, when both series gave indicat:ons of some form 
of trend which was not apparent from the data, 	o attempt was 
made to investigate or remove the treods due to lack of time, 
The 'ulCe rate record did, however ) eithibit a cycle of 2.9 
seConds wiilch wc tahen to be a respiratory cycle, but this 
wa not reflected in t1e biod reasure record. There was no 
evidence of a Mayer cycle in either record, but the two series 
were highly corro:iated at a cycle length of 25 seconds with the 
blood jressure cones leading that of pulse rate by 11,5 sec-
onds. The series were also highly correlated at frequencies 
0.250 c.p.a. and 0,345 c.p.s., cycles of length 4.0 seconds 
anc 2.9 eec onds. The latter was again taken to be a reC:ira-
tory eye a, and the pulse rate series led by about half a sec-
ond, as in the first five minutes. 
In the thire five-inute period both eerie:: exhibite; 
z..tronL: evidence of a Mayer cycle, and the series were highly 
correlate: in this range of frequencies, with the blood pres-
sure series leading by about 12 seconds. The series were 
also highly corre'ated at a frequency of 0.310 c.p.a., but no 
evidence of such a cycle was found in the power spectral esti-
mates, There did seem to be a trcnd in the blood pressure 
series, which again was not inveatirted, but the final 20 
observations of each series were seen to fiuctuat. iuch --or,"  
ildly than the rest. 
It can be seen then that these three five minute blocks 
have very little in common with each other. Jr all cases the 
series were highly correlated at frequencies within the range 
of th respiratory cycle, but in only two ost of the six cases 
wa the.r evidence of an individual series exhibiting such a 
cycle. In the last two blocks the series were hip;hly correla-
ted at Ire quenclee in the range of the Mayer cycle, but again 
in some cases the individual recorcs did not exhibit this 
periodleit:. There wi]-o tro 	i:;ie: t.:ti of trencs in 
some of the recnras which vere not investigate further. Thus 
it woul appear that the behaviour of the two seriez, over the 
fifteen- nuc :eriod 12 not ototionary Ii that it is likely 
that the moan valu s and variances of the Lieries and covari-
ancea between neighbouring.; valuua are il changing with ti. 
This suggests that the analyses 'erformeci on the 80— or 
observation series should be intt.rpreted with caution. 
In the analysis of tie fifte n minute series it was 
found that the blood pressure record exhibited marked non-
atationarity but that the pulse rate record exhibited a strong 
Mayer cycle of lenpth 23.3 seconds, and that the two series 
were highly correlated at this frequencr with the blood pres-
sure series leading by 1].? accones, Despite the problems of 
non-stMtlonarity these findingu agreed roiarkably well with 
those of the last two five-minute intervals. 
It was found t-ut the ronoval of the final 20 obsc.rva-
tions did not reduce the huge power at the origin of. the blood 
prore :er spectral e;timates, but introducet a eimi1ar 
s'unt f eowor at the origin of the pulse rate e;timatos. The 
removal of a linear trend from the records hac virtually no 
effect. 
It waf3 stated in the introduction (page 1) that the short-
term variability of the PU150 rate record of this patient was 
lowcr than average, and this fact could partly explain why 
stronr, respiratory cycloa were rarely ftund in the pulse rate 
observations, but the two series were almost aiwayc highly 
corro1:ted at frequencies in the range of the rssiratory 
cycle 
In all the analyses of five-minute records and in the 
analysis of the fifteen-minute record there was a high coher-
ence between the two eerier at a certain frequency where the 
phase shift was alnio 	i (i.es one series led the other by 
about half the cycle 1eiith). This could account for the con-
siderable negative cross-correlations at zero lag, noted in 
Section 4,4. 
2.3 Other considerations 
In this study a great deal was learned about the 
;rcble:: cf analysint, data of this-  kind. The :ccurrcnce of 
extreme obs-rvations in the records which are nevertheless 
quite natural phenoirena has already been discussed in Section 
.l. 
?uch more work needs to be cone in investigating the 
presence of trends in the data. Tests for trends should be 
performed before spectral analyoic u. carried out, but even 
more essential is the need for the identification of the non-
stationary components in the data and an attempt to discover 
physiological rtasons for them. 
In any further study of this type it would be worthwhile 
to take much greater care in estimating the power spectrum and 
cross-spectrum than is allowed by the BMD program. The choice 
of width and sbae of the data window and the smoothing :;ro- 
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codure should be --ado after much more det.aiio consideration cf 
biao aha var...ance of the spectral esti:.at,.r. In this study a 
cor.Rrison was attempted between the maxiii'uin lag n=100 and 
0 on the firt 300 observations, and the differences noted 
in the results, although r.atively srali, were a litt)e die-
turhint. It can be noted that all graphs of powerspectra) 
estimates against frequency were very irrer:ucr even after 
smoothing, but 'hn:in" was the only seoc'thin,F, roceduro 
avaIlable in the 3MD i-xoCrar. It would be vortwhi1e to 
experiment with different bata wtidows and soothIngprocedurea 
and to use the "window closing" and '\indow car e i try" tech-
niques described in Jenkins and Watts (p;280-3)a 
One way of removing the dondnanco of high powt.r at the 
origin of the Lraph of power spec tri atirates is to filter 
off the non-stationary low-frequency c000nents and. perform a 
spectral analysis an the residual serie - . it would hve been 
useful in thu study to have analysed the series of first-
differences 
Xi 
e 	 hi.h 	at low fX;cUOSCICL 
hi, 	l 1. Hf tac r'eH -: 	rf ti? 	 ....c tr 	c. H 	at 
r.hi c ii. r;te 
in the IMD rrora.', 	Lc, 
1. 	••' 
L 	luk 1 aul Ci if 
used, prohibita the computation o  the r.sruirt 
6 FINAL CONCLUI0NS 
The overwhelming COnClUSIOn to be iade froi thi; study 
is that the records of both series are not stt1onary, which 
was a little surprising since the petieiit was completely 
immobile and in a stable clinical condition. Thic tate of 
non-equilibrium can only increase the di.ificultiec In detect-
ing nor'al patterns In the two physiological variables. 
However there was evidence of a respIretor cycle and a 
Mayer cycle present in both series. 	ere the Mayer cycle was  
found Its length was between 20 and 25 seconds, and the two 
series were highly correlated with blood pressu'o losing 
pulse rate by about 11 seconds. The respiratory cycle was 
between 3 and 3.5 seconds in length, but the phase shift 
between the two series wos not always the came. Vhen efforts 
were iade to remove possible sources of trend i;i the data 
these cycles disappeared. 
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tru, cron u-c. uvri.n. 	c ro -.. ec trin. 
rur r. ti.un, 	c ehcrerLcc functn of ti 	..erieE;. 
b. Outut from thiC program includes 
Input data printed and plotted. 
Autocovarianco printed and plotted. 
Power spectral ostimatos (oowcr spectrum) printed 
and plotte(, 
The outirr.tes are checc for aL±v 	nfcru. 
If any occur, they .re f1: 	rut eoia to zero 
for future calculations, and set equal to the maxi-
rum value of the estimates forplotting pv.roru 
(Lv.) Cros;-covarisnce of two tire serier printed an(,  
plotted. 
(ro *spectruri of to time series printed and 
plotted. 
Phase shift between twr tio series Printed and 
plotted. 
C?) Coherence functior of two tire serie&,- :-rinted and 
plotted. 
This function Ir chec:ed to see if anj vtucs 
are rrcator than 1. If uc, they are fag,ed as 
4!5 
being orroneour, due to sampling error and set 
equal to the maximum value of the remaining 
functions for plotting purposes*  
(8) Transfer function of two time series printed and 
plotted. 
If any power spectral estimate waF, negative or 
zero, the corresponding transfer function of that 
series and the coherence function at that lag cai 
not be computed. These are so indicated on the 
outiut and, for plottingpurpose, are set equal to 
the i:ax1mum value of the remaining function values. 
c. Limitations £)er problem: 
(Only limitations applicable to this study are quoted.) 
n, nubor of discrete data points per series 
m, number of lags 
d. A simple prewhitening tr •r.ato In the forr of a 
moving linear combinatlo; 	 - ' 	o:tionel. 
C is a constant sup:lisb.' 	 Lk n h). The 
final spectra are then recoloursd. :.;:LtenIng can-
not be uod when the eros-spectrumi to bio obtained. 
Q 6 The program allow detreneing of the input series as 
an option. 
2. Computational procedure. 
tk 
i 
v]ue of time series Y(t) after eubtr.cting 
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L 	.' - 	* 
C (cntent v.iu 	( 	1< 	) provided by user. 
n Number of dlccrct. pointo, 
:ium lag. 
A nntont tine Interval. 
(P) 
C.1varivree Of 	- t 
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